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Abstract. The application of formal methods in protocol veri cation

is of great importance, especially in the area of safety critical systems.
Formal methods, however, are scarcely used in industrial practice today
because they are hardly to integrate into the conventional system design
and require a high e ort in computing. We describe the implementation
and application of a tool that handles formal speci cations written in the
process calculus CCS. The automatic veri cation process is based on binary decision diagrams to eciently cope with state explosion problems.
As an veri cation example we use a model of the CSMA/CD protocol
including propagation delay e ects on the transmission medium.

1 Introduction
The requirements in software development increasingly evolve towards provably
correct software design, especially in safety-critical applications. A precondition for this is a systematic software development process, which guarantees
adherence of the application to speci ed properties already during design. The
objective of formal veri cation is to establish this proof by an abstract implementation model. A number of formalisms for system modeling and veri cation are
known from the literature. Among these formalisms we especially consider the
algebraic process calculus CCS [1]. In CCS correctness is proven by establishing
a bisimulation equivalence between the implementation model and a reference
speci cation. This task can be supported by suitable software tools, such as the
well known Concurrency Workbench (CWB) [3]. However, automated proofs often fail due to the complexity of real systems which lead to huge state spaces.
This can already happen in the rst step: the generation of the labelled transition
system from the CCS speci cation.
Since their introduction by Bryant [5], Binary Decisions Diagrams (BDDs)
have led to a substantial increase of the state space size of automatically veri able systems [6] [7], especially in the area of hardware veri cation. Thus,
application of this technique to the veri cation of process algebraic speci cations is an obvious idea. A basic discussion of this approach can be found in [8].
However, automatic translation from CCS models to BDDs and the application
to models of realistic systems have not been investigated by now. We describe
rst experiences in the design and application of a tool for automatic veri cation

of CCS models with BDDs. We present the implementation of CCS operators
like composition or summation and proofs by bisimulation. As application examples we consider the model of a scheduler [1] and a realistic model of the
CSMA/CD-protocol.

2 The process calculus CCS
In CCS a process is described by its interaction with other processes and the
environment. Its behaviour is de ned as the possible sequences of atomic actions
it can execute. The operators of CCS are shown in (1).
E :: = :E j 0 j E1 + E2 j E1 j E2 j A def
= Ei j E [f ] j P nL
(1)
For a comprehensive explanation of CCS, the reader is referred to [1]. One way of
verifying the desired behaviour of an implementation is to prove an equivalence
between its CCS speci cation and a reference model. Among the many possible equivalence relations, (weak) bisimulation is probably the most useful, as it
abstracts from the internal  -actions and is still capable of detecting deadlocks.
Bisimulation equivalence of two processes P and Q is de ned as follows:
A binary relation S  P  P over processes is a bisimulation, if (P; Q) 2 S
implies for all actions from the action set ( 2 Act)
^
(i) Whenever P ,! P 0; then, for some Q0 ; Q =)
Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 S (2)
^
(ii) Whenever Q ,! Q0; then, for some P 0; P =) P 0 und (P 0; Q0) 2 S
^
P =)
P 0 denotes an observable action with any number of preceding or
succeeding  -actions.

3 Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)
BDDs are a canonical representation of boolean functions. A BDD is an acyclic,
directed graph which codes a binary decision tree. The variables of the BDD are
totally ordered, so that along every path from the root to the leafes the variables
always occur in the same order. Fig. 1 illustrates the creation of a BDD from
the decision tree of the function (a _ b) ^ c for the variable ordering a< b< c.
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Fig. 1. Building a BDD of the function (a _ b) ^ c
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Every node of the tree is labelled by a variable and refers to two subtrees,
which are called Lo and Hi. Values 0 and 1 represent the leaves of the tree.

The solid edges refer to the subtree Hi which will be reached, if the value 1 is
assigned to the variable. Correspondingly the dashed lines lead to the subtree Lo
which will be reached if 0 is assigned. An ecient representation of the function
is achieved by merging identical subtrees, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Furthermore,
nodes with identical subtrees Lo and Hi will be removed from the graph. By
repeatedly applying these rules we nally arrive at the BDD shown in Fig. 1(c).

3.1 Operations on Binary Decision Diagrams
A basic operation on BDDs is the restriction f jx v , which assigns a constant
value v 2 f0; 1g to variable x in function f . The restriction can be eciently
=

computed in the case that x is the variable
 of the root node of this graph:
(f ) if v =0
f jx = v def
= Lo
Hi(f ) if v =1

According to the Shannon expansion any binary operation hop i on BDDs can
be evaluated using the following recursive de nition:
f hop i g  [:x ^ (f jx =0 hop i g jx =0)] _ [x ^ (f jx =1 hop i g jx =1)]
Ecient computation algorithms are given by Bryant [5]. In average the complexity of binary operations is in O(jf jjgj), where jf j denotes the number of nodes
in BDD f . In addition to the combinatorial operators, existential quanti cation,
universal quanti cation and renaming of variables will be needed later. Using
the restriction operator, 9 x:f and 8x:f evaluate to:
9 x:f = f jx =0 _f jx =1
8x:f = f jx =0 ^f jx =1
Substitution of a variable x by another variable y in a BDD f , denoted by f [y=x],
can be done based on existential quanti cation: f [y=x]  9 x:(x = y) ^ f
Operations like restriction and existential quanti cation extend to vectors of
binary variables in the obvious way. If x = fx0; x1; : : :xn,1g is such a vector and
v 2f0; 1gn is a vector with constant elements, then we have:
f jx = v  f jx0 = v0 jx1 = v1 jx2 = v2 : : : jxn,1 = vn,1
9 x:f  9 x0:9 x1: : : : 9 xn,1:f

3.2 Evaluation of CCS operators
CCS speci cations can always be represented as labelled transition systems.
With BDDs we describe such a system as a relation R( ; x; x0) where represents a CCS action and the states x, x0 correspond to processes of the CCS
speci cation. The relation R is a binary function which can be represented by
BDDs in a straightforward way. If the transition x ,! x0 denoted by the triple
( ; x; x0) is an element of the relation, i.e. R( ; x; x0) = 1, then the transition
system includes a state or process x which will pass over into the process x0 by
an action . As an example Fig. 2 illustrates the relation of a CCS speci cation,
labelled transition system and transition relation. It should be observed that
process Q0 is not represented by the whole transition system, but rather by the
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Fig. 2. representation of a process in CCS and as transition relation

initial state which is labelled Q0. States qi do not explicitly appear in the CCS
speci cation.
To enable the evaluation of CCS operators like restriction, composition and
relabelling on transition systems represented by BDDs, we rst have to de ne an
encoding of actions and states. The encoding of states in elementary transition
systems, i.e. systems only described using pre x- and sum-operators in CCS, is
apparent: if the system consists of M states, they will be encoded by the binary
representation of numbers 0 to (M , 1). The state vector x = fx1; x2; : : :g consists of dld(M )e binary valued variables. The set of all occuring actions can be
represented in a similar way. However, we have to account for the fact that the
 -action and complementary actions should be easily recognizable in order to
minimize the computational e ort. We therefore always assign the value 0 to the
 -action. Complementary actions are distinguished by the rst Bit of the vector
which encodes an action . We mark an output-action by the value 0 =0 and
the complementary input-action by 0 =1.
Composition: The composition of two systems R1( ; x1; x01) and R2( ; x2; x02)
generates a new system Rp ( ; hx1; x2i; hx01; x02i) . The transition relation of system Rp consists of several subrelations. In state hx1; x2i system Rp can execute
every transition which R1 is able to execute in state x1. Hence, the composition
contains all possible transitions de ned by the set R1( ; x1; x01) ^ (x02 = x2 ) .
Likewise, the system can perform any transition from subsystem R2 which is
characterized by R2( ; x2; x02) ^ (x01 = x1) . Finally we have to consider the set of
 -transitions resulting from a simultaneous state transition of both subsystems
by complementary actions. Due to the chosen encoding of actions, where 0
distinguishes complementary actions, 9 :(R1j 0 =0 ^ R2 j 0=1 ) speci es the set
of all state transitions in which R1 executes an output and subsystem R2 the
corresponding input. It follows for the relation RP :
Rp ( ; hx1; x2i; hx01; x02i) = R1( ; x1; x01) j R2( ; x2; x02)
= R1( ; x1; x01) ^ (x02 = x2) _ R2 ( ; x2; x02) ^ (x01 = x1)
_( =  ) ^ 9 :[(R1j 0 =0 ^ R2j 0 =1 ) _ (R1j 0 =1 ^ R2j 0 =0 )]
Restriction: R( ; x; x0)n[a1; a2; : : :] removes all transitions from the relation
caused by actions [a1; a2; :::] and co-actions [a1; a2; :::]. The set of removed actions
is represented as a BDD. As the new transition relation we have:
R( ; x; x0)n[a1; a2; : : :] = R( ; x; x0) ^ :9 0 : [( = a1) _ ( = a2) _ : : :]

With the existential quanti cation of 0, transitions by actions [a1; :::; a1; :::] will
be removed according to the de nition of restriction.
Relabelling: For the relabelling of an action we have:
R( ; x; x0)[b=a] = R( ; x; x0) ^ ( 6= a) ^ ( 6= a)
_ ( = b) ^ R( ; x; x0) j = a _( = b) ^ R( ; x; x0) j = a
a x0 of the system
Restriction R( ; x; x0)j =a yields the set of transitions x ,!
caused by an input-action a.

3.3 Bisimulation Proof
The de nition of bisimulation in eq. (2) can be translated into a computation
on BDDs. The transition relation ,! corresponds to the representation of the
^
relation R( ; x; x0). The representation of the relation =)
=   : :  contains
0
additional  -transitions ( =  ) ^ (x = x) connecting every state to itself as
well as all transitions (a; x; x0), such that there exist intermediate states y and
y0 with R(a; y; y0 ) and the states x; y and y; x0 are connected by zero or more
^
 -transitions. In order to compute the representation of =)
we require the
transitive, re exive closure R of R. A pair of states (x; x0) is contained in R , if
the relation R contains an arbitrary sequence of  -transitions connecting states
x and x0. Thus R can be computed as:
R0(x; x0)  (x0 = x) _ R(; x; x0)
R  Z [R0 (x; x0) _ 9 y : [R0(x; y) ^ Z (y; x0 )]]
^
Using R , the representation R^ of =)
is computed as:
0
0
^
R( ; x; x )  ( =  )^(x = x)_9 y1 : 9 y2 : [R (x; y1 )^(R( ; y1; y2 )^R (y2 ; x0))]
Given two transition systems P ( ; x1; x01) and Q( ; x2; x02), the bisimulationrelation S (x1 ; x2) is computed as the least xpoint of:
S (x1 ; x2)  S [ 8 ; x01 : [P ( ; x1; x01) ) 9 x02 : [Q^ ( ; x2; x02) ^ S (x01 ; x02)]]
^ 8 ; x02 : [Q( ; x2; x02) ) 9 x01 : [P^ ( ; x1; x01) ^ S (x01 ; x02)]]]

4 Automatic Translation of CCS Models to BDDs
The goal of the translation process is to generate a BDD representation of the
CCS-model in form of a transition relation R( ; x; x0). With BDDs all actions
and states x; x0 have to be encoded as bit patterns of xed size. The encoding of
actions is simple, as we can easily extract all occuring actions from the speci cation. Given a number k of di erent action symbols, dld(2k)e binary variables
are required to represent each action. The factor 2 stems from the fact that each
action is associated with a co-action in the CCS-Model. Additionally we have
to account for the  -action which doesn't have a complement and is allways
represented by the value =0.
The decision on a suitable encoding of processes from the CCS-Model, which
correspond to states of the transition system, is more dicult. First, we do not

know the total number of states in the nal transition system. Thus it is not
possible to determine an optimal encoding with respect to the number of binary
variables. However, it is possible to determine the number of states in elementary processes. New processes are then constructed by means of parallel composition, renaming etc., and the state representations are derived from the state
encodings of the processes involved in the operation. For example, in a parallel
composition of two processes represented by transition relations R1( ; x1; x01)
and R2( ; x2; x02), the states of the resulting system R( ; x; x0) are simply given
by concatenations x = x1jx2 and x0 = x01jx02 respectively.
Thus, we are left with the problem of computing the number of states in
simple processes. We rst have to analyze the structure of the CCS speci cation
to nd all simple processes and sets of CCS equations that model their behaviour.
Furthermore, not all of the states are given explicit process names in the CCS
representation. Each '.' in a sequence of pre x operations, like Q0 = x0:a0:Q0
corresponds to a single, unnamed state. Therefore, the description of the system
is rst split up into a sequence of elementary CCS operations, as they appear
in the de nition of the grammar in 1, and each previously unnamed state is
given an explicit name. Next, we determine the structure of the model, starting
from the de nition of the process, say S , that represents the whole system.
We recursively collect the de ning equations of all processes occurring in sumor pre x- operations. Processes referenced in other operations, like composition
or renaming etc., are stored as dependencies. In order for the speci cation to
represent a nite state system, these dependencies among processes must imply
a partial order. As a result of this analysis, we get a hierarchical structure of the
speci cation. An example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 3. Processes I and
Q0 correspond to simple processes of this model.
The set of transitions of an elementary system can now be determined from its
CCS description using the recursive functions shown in Table 1. Def(E) denotes
the de ning equation of a process E which is either of the form E = a:E1 or
E = E1 + E2 . Function Trans () computes the set of all transitions for a given
de nition. To determine the set of transitions for a process which is de ned as
a sum, we have to rename the rst component E1 of all transitions (a; E1; E2)
of the constituing processes. This renaming is computed by function Link (; ).
S
\{ x0 , x1 ...}
S’=I | Q0 | Q1 | Q2
I | Q0

Q1 | Q2
Q2

Q1
[f1 ]

[f2 ]
I

I def
= x0 :0
def
Q0 = x0 :a0 :(:x1:Q0 + x1 ::Q0 )
Q1 def
= Q0 [f1 ]
def
Q2 = Q1 [f2 ]
S def
= (I j Q0 j Q1 j Q2 )nfx0 ; x1 ; : : :g

Q0

Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure of the translation of a CCS model

The notation (a; E1; E2) :: l denotes a list of transitions consisting of a single
a E followed by a transition list l.
transition E1 ,!
2
Trans (E = a:E1 )  f(a; E; E1 )g [ Trans (Def (E1 ))
Trans (E = E1 + E2 )  Link (E; Trans (Def (E1 )) [ Trans (Def (E2 )))
Link (E; (a; E1 ; E2 ) :: l)  f(a; E; E2 )g [ Link (E; l)
Link (E; ;)  ;

Table 1. Functions for the calculation of transition sets of elementary subsystems

Having computed the transitions of an elementary process, the number N of
its states can be determined. Since these states are encoded as natural numbers
in the range 0 to (N , 1), the vector of binary variables describing the process
states has dimension dld(N )e. With this encoding of states and actions the BDD
representing a process E_is computed as the disjunction of its transitions:
R( ; x; x0) 
( = C (a)) ^ (x = C (E1)) ^ (x0 = C (E2))
a;E1 ;E2 )2Trans(Def (E ))

(

where function C () determines the encoding of its argument state or action.

5 Scheduler Speci cation in CCS
Suppose a set of (N , 1) processes Pi shall be controlled in such a way, that
each process repeatedly executes an associated task with the condition that
the processes are started sequentially. The CCS speci cation of a scheduler to
control the execution of these tasks consists of an initialization process and N
processes which communicate with each other via actions xj [1]. To prove that
the scheduler starts the processes Pi in the required order, a reference process
must be de ned which exhibits the speci ed, externally visible behaviour.
Table 2 contains computation times in seconds for di erent numbers N of
composed processes. Column TCOMP contains the times required to compute the
BDD representation of the composed model, TREACH the time for computation
of the set of reachable states and TBISIM the computation times required to
determine the set of bisimulating states. For comparison, the last column of the
table contains computation results determined for the CWB [3] for models of
size 2; 4 and 8. All computations were carried out on a Sparc 10 with 32MB
memory. As can be seen from these results, BDDs can easily handle systems
with approximately 3  106 states and 3  108 transitions. Systems of this size are
clearly out of reach of conventional state space investigation techniques.
states transitions TBISIM TCOMP TREACH CW B
2
13
19 0; 40 0; 06
0; 08 0; 07
4
97
241 0; 87 0; 77
0; 30 9; 41
8
3073
13825 2; 50 1; 48
2; 40 1615:17
12 73729 479233 7; 20 1; 93
7; 27
,
16 1572865 13369345 16; 32 2; 80 18; 63
,
20 31457281 330301441 28; 50 3; 77 39; 28
,
N

Table 2. Veri cation results of the scheduler, times given in seconds

6 CSMA/CD protocol speci cation in CCS
The scheduler example indicates that it is possible to handle huge state spaces
eciently with BDDs. However, this example is mostly of academic interest.
Therefore, we have modelled the CSMA/CD protocol, including propagation
delay e ects. The concurrency of the CSMA/CD protocol results from the common usage of a broadband transmission medium by several independently acting
stations. Every station owns a MAC (Medium Access Controler) which controls
the transmission of packetized data on the medium. The MACs sense the medium for ongoing transmissions and may only start a new transmission if the
medium is sensed idle. The protocol model gets more complicated if we take
care of the nite packet propagation delay. We aim for a model as simple as
possible, but we have to decide on the minimal number of stations we have to
model in order to account for all relevant e ects. We conclude that a model with
three participating stations should be sucient to capture all relevant e ects
and the speci cation should be complex enough for testing our BDD-tool.
The structure of the protocol model is depicted in Fig. 4. The transmission
medium communicates with the MACs which manage channel access inside the
stations. To express the correct succession of all events, we have to model the
events "packet-begin" and "packet-end passes a station". The following transitions have to be synchronized between a MAC and the medium:
bi /ei : MACi starts/ends the transmission of a packet
ri /si : MACi receives the beginning/end of a packet
ci : MACi detects a collision of transmitted packets on the medium
The following two events model communication between MAC and station:
sendi : MACi takes over a packet ready for transmission from its station
reci : MACi passes a packet received from the medium to its station
The complete protocol speci cation is composed of the medium M and the
MACs. From a physical point of view the medium is absolutely passive, it accepts
packets for transmission and passes them on. The ability to prevent and resolve
collisions is assigned to the MACs. For every transmitted packet in a system
with three stations there are at least six synchronisations of the medium with
the MACs: three for the packet-header and three for the packet-tail. Collisions
send1 rec1
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Fig.4. Structure of service and protocol speci cation
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generate any sum of additional collision signals. For a detailed description of the
the equations and their semantics we refer to [9].
To prove the functional correctness of the protocol speci cation, we have to
specify an appropriate reference process. This service speci cation should also
model the propagation delay which results in a kind of storing of packets on
the channel. The service speci cation is not in particular bound to any existing
components and communication structure. We can design any component with
any communication. We only have to secure the error-free packet transmission.
To model the described virtual storage of packets on the channel and the MACs,
the service speci cation consists of a two-layered bu er system where every station can deposit packets to be read by other stations. Every station can deposit
one packet in the bu er system without restrictions, but at most one can enter a
second packet. The complete bu er system consists of a separate pre-bu er (PB)
for each station and a shared central bu er (CB) corresponding to the idealized
model of the transport medium. Because of lack of space we do not give a full
description of the service speci cation at this point. The structure of the service speci cation SS is also shown in Fig. 4. Note, that a direct communication
between each component is possible (actions fi ,qi). Of course, the observable
transitions have to be the same as in the protocol speci cation: send 1 , send 2 ,
send 3, rec1 , rec 2 and rec 3 .

6.1 Veri cation Results
Di erent from the previously described example of the scheduler, model and
speci cation of the protocol have state spaces of almost equal size. Therefore,
the following table of computation times contains separate numbers of states
and transitions of both models.
process states transitions TREACH TCOMP TBISIM CWB
protocol 425 1122
1; 93 7,52 447,8 52,9
service 484 1229
2; 50
As can be seen, times TCOMP required for the computation of the composed
transition systems are again negligible. Considering the complexity of the protocol speci cation in comparison to the previously handled scheduler example,
the number of states and transitions is surprisingly small. This results from a
strong synchronization of MACs in the protocol model and PB -processes in the
description of the service.
Computation of the bisimulation using BDDs is slower than the time required by the CWB by about a factor of 9. This is mainly caused by the complexity
of the speci cation. While in the scheduler example the process describing the
required behaviour contains only a few states, the protocol model and its speci cation have state spaces of almost identical size. This leads to large BDDs
which are computed as intermediate results during the evaluation of the xpoint
equation for bisimulation and thus results in the observed computation times.

7 Conclusions
We have described the automatic translation of CCS models to a representation
using BDDs and the application of BDD's to prove bisimulation equivalence for
two example systems. In both cases the e ort of generating a representation of
the state space of the composed systems, which is often the primary bottleneck
for the application of automatic veri cation methods, was negligible. Especially
for the example of the scheduler model it could be shown that BDDs can handle
state spaces which are far out of reach of conventional state space investigation
techniques. Also the e ort to determine bisimulation equivalence was small.
The e ort to prove bisimulation equivalence in the case of the CSMA protocol, however, was much larger. This is not necessarily too surprising, because
it is known from other work reported in the literature that in some cases explicit state space enumerating methods are more ecient than symbolic model
checking using BDDs. The observation, that the proof of the scheduler is faster
with BDDs than with the CWB, but slower for the CSMA-protocol should be
further investigated. From this we expect some important ideas for the improvement of our BDD-tool. However, even with increased computation times a tool
that is capable of handling huge states spaces is certainly preferable to a fast
program that fails when applied to complex systems. Additionally, there are still
some possibilities for improving eciency which we have not yet investigated:
for example splitting up the representation of the transition system into a set of
smaller BDDs or a bisimulation preserving simpli cation of the model prior to
bisimulation computation.
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